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TKB 12

TKB 12 is Epoke’s series of robust towed spreaders, all with a large action radius.
The dosing system is a well-known Epoke method, which ensures precise and uniform delivery of salt, sand 
and grit.

The spreaders are fully speed-compensated and thus always deliver the set amount of spreading material per 
m2 regardless of changes in speed.

TKB 12 spreaders are simple, strong and stable, de-
veloped for the treatment of icy roads using dry matter. 
The spreaders easily handle difficult materials such as 
sand and salt which clumps, and grit. TKB 12 is usu-
ally towed by a truck or tractor, whose load capacity 
is the only limitation for the spreader’s action radius.
TKB 12 is fitted close to the towing vehicle and at the 
same time is equipped with guide chains, which en-
sure that the spreader does not come into contact with 
the towing vehicle when the driver reverses, turns or 
drives around bends. This means greater safety on the 
road and comfort for the driver.

The limited distance between the road surface and the 
spreader’s distributor roller limits sensitivity to side-
wind and turbulence. The spreading material is thus 

spread precisely on the road surface with the optimal 
spreading profile. 

The Epoke method is a well-known and well-proven dos-
ing system, where the distributor roller and agitator are 
driven by the spreader’s drive wheel via mechanical gear-
ing. The agitator crushes any clumps of salt or sand and 
via a spring-loaded base, the distributor roller applies the 
material.

The distributor roller is manually coupled to the machine 
or via an electrical or pneumatic remote control in the 
driver’s cab.

TKB 12 spreaders are robust, with long lifetimes and low 
maintenance costs.

Special benefits: 

 TKB 12 spreaders are ideally suited for use with difficult materials

 The spreader’s action radius is only limited by the truck’s load capacity

 The spreading profile is perfect thanks to limited wind sensitivity

 This well-known series has proved its value in the field for many years



TKB 12 is available in two different versions, the TKB12-260 and TKB12-280:

TKB12-260 TKB12-280
Volume of hopper (m3) 1.1 1.2
Total width (mm) 2,600 2,800
Min. spreading width (mm) 2,200 2,500
Deadweight (kg) 670 710
Standard equipment Agitator

Distributor roller
Solid support wheel
Drawbar
Guide chains
Manual connection and disconnection
12-ply tyres with steel insert

Remote control (electrical or pneumatic controlled)
Lights
Rubber front edge
Spray guard
Roller made from high-strength Hardox steel

Extra equipment

TKB 12 spreaders are sandblasted and surface treated with a zinc dust primer and 2-component topcoat. The 
spreaders are thus well protected against rust.

The spreader’s adjustable support wheel makes it easy to attach 
or detach the spreader from the truck.

The Epoke dosing system consists of an agitator and a 
spring-loaded distributor roller.

The dosing scale regulates the amount of deposited material via 
the connection to the spring base adjustment.

Built-in rear lights.
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EPOKE GROUP
We produced our first sand and salt spreader in 1955, and since then we have solely focused on the development, 
production and sale of machines and equipment for the treatment of icy roads. Today, we are a global leader. In 
Denmark, sales are carried out by our own sales staff, while abroad our subsidiaries and 31 dealers manage sales. 

Learn more at www.epoke.dk


